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a
𝛼-rays 40
analytic functions 166
angular momentum
quantum numbers 131
in polar coordinates 78
vector operator of 77–78

associated Legendre polynomials
127

atomic orbitals, occupation sequence of
147

atoms
chemical properties 145–147
Bohr’s model of hydrogen atom

40–42
with several electrons 145

average energy per degree of freedom
18

axioms 63
classical physics 2–3
Newton’s axioms 154–155

b
Balmer formula 42
Bohr radii 132, 134
Bohr’s model, of hydrogen atom 40
Boltzmann’s equipartition theorem 18
Born–Jordan interpretation, of electron

wave 55
bound states 92–94
Bragg angle 47
Bragg equation 160

c
calculus 166–167

canonical commutation relations
75–76

cascade laser 33, 118–119
cathode ray tube (CRT) experiments

25
chemical properties, of atoms 145–147
classical particle in box 106
classical physics
axioms of 2–3
concepts of 52
forms of matter 1
parts of 51, 52
radiation 1
status and effect, 19th century 3–6

coherence
length 159
time 159

compact fluorescent lamp (CFL) 9, 37
complementary variables 162
complex conjugate 165
complex plane 165
Compton effect 28–29
conservation laws 155–156
constructive interference 158
Cooper pairs 150
core electrons 147
Coulomb operator 144

d
Davisson–Germer experiment 46–47,

53
de Broglie–Bohm theory 71
de Broglie hypothesis 45–46
de Broglie wavelength of electrons 46
degenerate eigenfunctions 168
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delocalization, of wave packet 92
delocalized wave 52
derivatives, in calculus 166
destructive interference 158
differential equations (DE) 168–169
diffraction by double slit 159
diode laser 32, 33
discharge lamps 9
characteristics, for interior lighting

44
energy quantization for 42
structure of 38

dispersion relation
of electromagnetic waves 158
of free electron 91

double slit experiment with single
electron 53–55

duality problem, of light and bodies
53

dynamic observables 155

e
effective radiated power 20
Ehrenfest theorem 81–82
eigenfunctions 67–70, 86–90,

126–128, 168
eigenstates 88
of energy 88–90
of L2 126–129
of momentum 87–88
of position 85–87
quantized angular momenta Lz 126

eigenvalue 66–71, 85, 94, 168
equation of motion 155
electrical engineering 11–12
electrodynamics, application of 5, 6
electromagnetic field, in metal box 17
electromagnetic radiation, of heated

bodies 15–17
electron gun 92
electronic data processing 11
electron in hydrogen atom
angular momentum 134
energy eigenstates 129
orbitals overview 133
radial probability distribution 134

electron waves, Born–Jordan
interpretation of 55

electrons
core electrons 147
de Broglie wavelength 46
electron spin 134
electron spin orientations 135
double-slit experiment 53–55
in homogenous electric field 156
interaction 146
shell 131, 146
valence electrons 146
wave–particle dualism 47

elementary particles 2, 5, 153
energy operators 78–79
entanglement of spins 149
nitrogen+vacancy defects in diamond

crystal 150
entropy 161
equilibrium energy distribution, among

particles 160
exchange operator 144
extensive thermodynamic parameters

160

f
field emission 114
finite quantum well
energy eigenvalues in 99
stationary states in 103

fluorescent lamp 10, 37–38
fluorescent tube 10
Fowler–Nordheim tunnel formula 115
frame of reference 153
Franck–Hertz experiment 38–40
free electron, dispersion relation of 91
free motion 90–92

g
gravitation 155
group velocity 158

h
Hamilton operator 78
of conservative system 162
eigenvalue equation of 89
of energy 79
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harmonic oscillators 156–157
heat radiation, spectral energy

distribution of 9
heated bodies, electromagnetic

radiation of 15–17
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle

55–56, 58, 75, 76
helium–neon laser 32, 33
Hermitian operators 66
high pressure metal-halide lamp 43, 44
high pressure sodium lamps 43
hydrogen plasma emission 40

i
I-V characteristics, of GaAs

semiconductor 59
ideal black body 16
ideal radiator modeling 16
identical particles, wave function of

139–140
impermissible bound states 93
incandescent lamps 8, 15 see also

electromagnetic radiation, of
heated bodies

characteristics 20
efficiency of 19

indefinite integral 167
independent electron approximation

142–145
infinite quantum well 104–106
information technology, hardware of 7
infrared detectors 103
integral 167
intensive thermodynamic parameters

161
internal photoelectric effect 27 see

also photovoltaic effect
isosurface representation, of spherical

harmonics 129

k
kinematics 153–154
Kirchhoff law 16

l
Laguerre polynomials 130
Laplace operator 130, 166

laser 31
active medium 32
components of 31
pumping process 32
quantum-cascade laser 118–119
resonator 33
schematic illustration 31
types 33

laser diodes 11
Laue geometry 160
leakage current 116
L2, eigenstates of 126–129
Lz, eigenstates of 126
light absorption and emission 30
light bulb 8, 15 see also

electromagnetic radiation, of
heated bodies

light emission, by phosphor 44
light emitting diodes (LED) 7, 11
disadvantages, of primitive LEDs 98

lighting technology
developmental stages of 8
discharge lamp 9
laser diodes 11
light bulb 8
light-emitting diodes 11

localized point mass 52
low pressure sodium lamp 42
luminous flux 20

m
magnetic quantum numbers 131
matrices 169
Maxwell’s theory 52
mean value 165
measurement
in quantum mechanics 68–71
mathematical representation by

operators 66–67
mechanics, application 5
metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) field

effect transistors (FETs) 115,
116

microelectronics technology 103
molar heat capacity, of H2 gas 162
Moore’s law 148, 149
MOS-based logic gates 149
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n
nabla operator 166
negative differential resistance 60
Newton’s axioms 154–155
Newtonian equation of motion 51
number series 165

o
Ohm’s law 156
one-electron approximation 142
one-dimensional potential wall 110
operators 167
choice of 76
energy operators 78
mathematical definitions and laws

67
nabla operator 166
vector operator, of angular

momentum 77
optics, application of 5
orbit
circular 41, 46, 48, 78, 132, 136
of electrons 40
of particle 153

orbitals
angular momentum 131, 134–136
quantized energy of 48
s-, p-, d-, and f- 128, 129

ordinary DE 168
of second order (ODE2) 168–169

p
partial DE 168
partial derivatives 166
particle concept, of quantum mechanics

56
path, of particle 153
Pauli principle 140–142, 144, 145, 151
periodic system of elements 147
photodiodes 7
photoelectric effect
description 25
energy scheme in metal 27
in cathode ray tube 25
schematic illustration 26

photons 28, 29, 34, 39, 149, 150
absorption of 30

and Planck’s law 30–31
spontaneous emission of 30
stimulated emission of 30, 31

phototopic spectral luminous efficiency
20

photovoltaic effect, in semiconductor
27

Planck’s energy quanta 27
Planck’s law 18
for blackbody radiation 19
of radiation 30
significance of 21

plasma discharge 37
point mass 2, 153
concept, of classical particles 56
position of 3
scientists in development of 5

population inversion 32
postulates 63
power expansion 167
primitive function 167
principle of superposition 155
pyrometric method 16

q
quantum-cascade laser 118–119
quantum computing 150
quantum field effect transistor 117,

118
quantum information processing 149
quantum mechanical expectation value,

of observable 70
quantum mechanical states see also

eigenstates
free motion 90
stationary states 88
superposition states 149

quantum mechanics 11
flow chart of solving problems 95
measurement in 68
particle concept of 56
Pauli principle 140
rebuilding 58
time derivative 80
uncertainty 70
wave function, of system of identical

particles 139
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quantum well
allowed electron energies 102
energy eigenvalues in 99–103
Schrödinger equation, solution for

101
stationary states in 103–104

quantum-well light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) 97–98

electron and hole levels 103
qubits 149, 150

r
radial functions, of s-orbitals

131–132
radial probability distribution 134
radiation 1, 52
blackbody radiation 19–21
electromagnetic radiation, of heated

bodies 15–17
heat radiation 9
Rayleigh–Jeans law 18

Rayleigh–Jeans law of radiation 18, 19
resonant tunneling 117–121
ruby laser 32, 33
Rutherford’s atom model 40

s
scale dependence of physics 57
scanning tunneling microscope (STM)

60
schematic representation 110
tunnel effect 109

Schrödinger equation 59, 65, 71,
77–80, 93, 99, 101, 102, 129,
144

scotopic spectral luminous efficiency
20

self-adjoint operators 66
Slater determinant 142
special relativity theory 162–163
spherical harmonics 128
isosurface representation of 129

spin, of electron 134–135
spin quantum number 135, 145
spontaneous emission, of photons 30
stationary states 88–90
Stefan–Boltzmann law 19, 21

stimulated emission, of photons
30–31

strong interactions 155
superconductors, electron pairs in

150

t
Taylor series 167
time evolution of observables 79–81
time-independent Schrödinger equation

89–90, 92, 99, 110, 120, 129, 130,
141, 143

tungsten-halogen lamp 15, 16
tunnel effect 109, 113
tunneling probability 111

u
uncertainty principle 55–56, 58, 75, 76

v
valence or valency
electrons 146
shell 146

variational principle 143, 144
vectors 169
scalars 171
vector operator, of angular

momentum 77
von Neumann theorem 67, 75, 90

w
wave equation 157
wave function 157
of electron, physical restrictions for

64
mathematical definitions and laws

65
of system of identical particles 139

wave number 157
wave optics 159
wave packet 55, 56, 59, 75, 87, 91, 92,

113, 114, 157–159
wave–particle duality principle 29, 47
waves, in elastic medium 157
weak interactions 155
weighted average 70, 165
WilhelmWien’s displacement law 15,

19
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x
X-ray diffraction, by crystal lattice 160
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

27

z
Zener diodes 116
zero point vibration 105


